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Fhope Packaging Machinery Co.,ltd.
A professional supplier for Coil packing machine, wire packing
machine,
pipe packing machine, hose packing machine, pallet wrapping
machine,
door packing machine...
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Industry solutions
Coil packing machine
» Steel coil packing machine
» Wire coil packing machine
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Coil Packing Machine
Coil packing machine is a efficient equipments for coil packaging, It
can finishes a eye cross packaging during 30-40sec . The speed of
ring and rollers are adjustable to accommodate materials varying in
thickness. The conveyor belt can be raised or lowered and in some
models, even tilted to the desired angle. It is equipped with an
imprinter, or an ink coding system to record words, dates, and codes

» Copper coil packing machine

with each seal. Band Sealers speeds are considerably faster than
intermittent types of sealing, it is ideal for projects which require higher

» Hose packing machine

production rates and minimal space and costs.

» Tyre packing machine

The package concept is an integral part of the coil packing machine
» Pipe packing machine

design. The machine puts a tight layer of film over all surfaces of the
coil. This tight layer of film eliminates most of the air from the package.

» Cable packing machine

Stretch Wrapping Machine

By reducing the amount of air in the package, the potential for
moisture to form is reduced, thereby reducing the possibility of
corrosion or water spots.

» Pallet wrapping machine

The ancillary packaging is then applied. This packaging may include inside diameter protectors, outside diameter protectors,
side wall protectors or belly wrap material. This material can be applied manually or its application can be integrated into the

» Automatic wrapping machine
» Rotary arm wrapping machine

system to be applied automatically. This ancillary packaging protects both the coil and the first layer of film The ancillary
product can be made from plastics to maintain a completely recyclable package.
A second layer of film is then applied. The second layer of film holds the ancillary package in place and further protects the

Horizontal Wrapping Machine

inner airtight layer of film. Since the two layers are applied separately and the ancillary material is in between, the outer layer
may be torn from handling damage but the inner layer remains intact and thus the coil stays sealed and protected

» Pipe wrapping machine
» Rod wrapping machine

Also, since the. first layer of film is tight if, any condensation forms, it is either between the layers or on the outside layer. In
either case, the moisture does not penetrate through the first layer. Also, since the entire coil is sealed in a waterproof package,
any external moisture runs off the package.

» Aluminum wrapping machine
✔

» Profile wrapping machine

Shrinking Machine
» Door packing machine
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FPS-series
Steel Coil Packing Machine

Contact Now

✔

FPH-Series
Hose Packing Machine

Contact Now

» Box shrinking machine
✔

» Board shrinking machine

Coil Upender
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FPW- Series
Steel Wire packing Machine

✔

Contact Now

FPT-Series
Tyre packing Machine

Contact Now
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✔

Packaging Materials

FPC-Series
Copper coil Packing Machine

✔

Contact Now

FPCA- Series
Cable Packing Machine

Contact Now

» Other Packaging Machinery
✔

FPP Series
Pipe packing macine

Contact Now

From coil packing machines, through coil wrapping machines to relating packaging films, Fhope offers a wide variety of packaging
equipment that covers a broad range of coil object.
Browse our entire range of solutions by selecting the areas that are right for you.
By machine - Coil Wrapping Machine or Coil Packing Machine
Find the right solution to fit your needs by selecting the type of machine you are interested in.
By industry
Find the right solution to your packaging needs by selecting your industry/market segment.
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